In light of the COVID-19 pandemic the National Horse Show is revising the Qualifying Criteria for the 2020 THIS NHS Adult Medal Finals.

In order to qualify for the Finals conducted by the NHSAA, contestants must win a total of five (5) points from THIS NHS Adult Medal classes. Points to be based on the scale of 10, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 and ½ points for first through eighth place in any THIS NHS Medal class. The qualifying period for each year’s Finals ends August 31. If a horse show starts on or before August 31, THIS NHS Adult Medal class points acquired at that show will count towards the current year.

**Point requirements will continue to be monitored and will be adjusted downward if specific states are unable to resume competition, or if other unforeseen circumstances effect the 2020 qualifying period. These downward adjustments, if any, will be at the discretion of the National Horse Show and will be publicized at the time of the adjustment.**

If time allows the NHS reserves the right to invite additional riders based on their total number of points accrued from competing in THIS Adult Medal classes.